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About this Toolkit

The primary purpose of this Toolkit is to support young people in
being EU Influencers towards their peers, by increasing their
understanding of the EU, developing critical thinking and combating
fake news. We believe that young people are the key to reaching
their peers, through peer-to-peer communication and non-formal
education.

This Toolkit is meant to support you, EU
influencers, in delivering local training to
your peers!

Some of the things you can find in this Toolkit...

This Toolkit is developed within #EUInfluencers project that gives and
active role to young people from Serbia, Italy, Croatia, Portugal and
Sweden to be the influencers of European Union towards their peers.

EU Influencers from these countries will have an international training
and after that they will spread their knowledge and experience among
their peers at local trainings and local actions under the umbrella of a
joint European campaign.

This Toolkit tackles the topics of EU and its structure, the impact of
the EU on the local communities, how to tackle misinformation about
the EU and combat fake-news and how to transmit this information to
other young people using peer learning and non-formal education
methods.

Why should young people care about democracy?

What is the EU and how can you have a  critical look at it?

How to critically analyse information in the media; combat fake-
news and create resilience?

How to use social media for your own campaigns?

Basics of non-formal education
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Training Topics

1Social Media Influence & 
Campaign



When we talk about the functioning of the European Union, its values   and
institutions, fake news and democratic values, professions such as
politicians, activists, journalists and professors are the ones we want to
hear because we believe they have influence in that area.

Usually, these professions are foreign or distant to young people and this
makes the mentioned topics insufficiently interesting for young people.

Young people want to hear and learn from people who are similar to
them, so we believe that influence does not have to come from people
and professions with authority, but from people close to us.

Influencers have the ability to learn, influence, encourage, help, shape
society, so it is important that they function in an environment that
enables them to do all of this and allows them to grow.

One of the best ways that young people use to send a message to those
around them is through social media.

Their presence on the networks is very important and therefore they
must learn how to use their social media platforms in the best way.
The best way to approach the topic and present it to a wider group of
people is through campaigns on social networks. 

At the training, we went through and explained several steps "how to
create a campaign on social media".

Social Media Influence & Campaign1.
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We have selected the          most important steps:

Define Your Social Media Campaign Goals

Identify the Social Media Channels You’ll Use

Whatever your reasons, successful social media campaigns start by
identifying specific campaign goals. In this case, we want to bring our
work and the values   we represent to young people.

Now that you have your goals defined, focus on how to achieve them,
starting with which platforms you’ll use to run your campaign. Some of
the most popular social media platforms and channels include Facebook
and Facebook Live, Instagram, Instagram Live, Instagram Stories, and
IGTV, Pinterest, Snapchat, TikTok, YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Social Media Influence & Campaign1.
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Plan Your Social Media Campaign Strategies

Choose the Metrics You Want To Monitor

Once you’ve determined your platform, outline the types of campaign
content you plan to create for each social media channel.

This goes beyond deciding that you will craft social media posts, videos, or
both. It’s also about determining specific types of posts or videos that
feature key messaging and visuals to support your goals.

One of the coolest things about social media marketing programs is that
pretty much everything is measurable. For example, if your social media
campaign strategy includes Facebook with a goal to inspire consumer
engagement, make one of your measurable success metrics revolve
around getting likes, comments, or shares. If you want to leverage
Instagram for customer feedback, consider running an Instagram Stories
poll.

Step 3:

Step 4:
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Create a Social Media Content Calendar

Design Your Marketing Assets Using Free Online Tools

Schedule Your Content Using Social Media Management 
Tools

Successful social media campaigns have a start and end date, and a
detailed calendar of what happens in between. This is your content
calendar. It’s also your roadmap, so make one, and make it detailed!

Today’s online tools make crafting every type of digital post so easy, you
don’t need a design background to create pro-level campaign banners,
logos, posts, videos, and more.

Before beginning your campaign, you can again leverage online tools to
make your job easier. This time, it’s with social media management tools,
like Hootsuite.

These smart tools practically manage your campaign for you, starting with
scheduling your posts to publish at specific dates and times—upload your
content, schedule the publishing dates
These management tools can also track engagement, including shares,
likes, retweets, and more, which will be very helpful when you need to
note and evaluate metrics during and after your campaign.

Deadlines for creating the content you plan to feature on your social
networks during your campaign
When and where all of your content will appear

Your content calendar should outline:

Step 5:

Step 6:

Step 7:

Social Media Influence & Campaign1.
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Manage Your Campaign

Analyze the Results

This is the time where you should monitor engagement in real time and
adjust your strategies if necessary. If you’re not getting the response you
hoped for or are seeing more success on one channel or campaign
initiative than on another, you can pivot your social media strategy for
better results.

Once your campaign is over, evaluate what worked, what didn’t, what you
learned from your customers, and what you would do differently next
time. This insight will help you with your next social media campaign.

When we mention campaign, we most often think of social media and
online campaign, but there are other very successful forms of campaigns.

Door to door is a very successful type of campaign, setting up stands in
busy areas of the city, talking directly to people on a specific topic is a
very effective type of campaign.

When you organize any type of campaign, the most important thing is to
follow several questions - why, where, when and with whom do these
campaigns and your ideas on how to promote them with your peers. 

So when we are talking about why it is important to know the topic of
your campaign, the ideas and values your campaign stand for. 
Where is the place where you will do it. Is it a school, a street, a shopping
mall, a park, etc?

While talking about whom you need help from, maybe your peers, your
teachers, maybe from the municipality. So it is also good for you to put
everything down on paper. But it is good for you to have it written so that
you can be reminded of all the stuff that you will need to do.

It is very important where the campaign takes place, in what area. If an
activity is organized outside, you must take care of the weather, if it is a
closed space, for example a school, institution, municipality, shopping mall,
you need a permit for such a thing. You have to think about it in time.

A great thing that is interesting to young people is the MAGI method. An
acronym that stands for Minimum Action Great Impact, this means that
small things with minimal effort can have a big impact. 

Step 8:

Step 9:

Social Media Influence & Campaign1.
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Training Topics

2Democracy



2. Democracy

No one is born a good citizen, no nation is born 
a democracy. Rather, both are processes that 
continue to evolve over a lifetime. Young 
people must be included from birth.

A healthy democracy requires a decent 
society; it requires that we are honorable, 
generous, tolerant and respectful.

Kofi Annan

Charles W. Pickering

1

An informed people is one of the best 
guarantees of a continuing democracy.

We have heard and used the word democracy so many
times that it is impossible not to know what it means.
Or is it?

Harry F. Banks
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Democracy is a state system and represents the rule of the people.
Intermediary rule because citizens choose their representatives in
elections who will make decisions for them.

The word democracy comes from the Greek words "demos", meaning
people, and "kratos" meaning power; so democracy can be thought of as
"power of the people": a way of governing which depends on the will of
the people. 

There are so many different models of democratic government around
the world that it is sometimes easier to understand the idea of democracy
in terms of what it definitely is not. 

Democracy, then, is not autocracy or dictatorship, where one person
rules; and it is not oligarchy, where a small segment of society rules.
Properly understood, democracy should not even be "rule of the
majority", if that means that minorities' interests are ignored completely.
A democracy, at least in theory, is government on behalf of all the people,
according to their "will".

2. Democracy

What is democracy?

1

The idea of democracy derives its moral strength – and popular appeal –
from two key principles:

1. Individual autonomy: The idea that no-one should be subject to rules
which have been imposed by others. People should be able to control
their own lives (within reason).

2. Equality: The idea that everyone should have the same opportunity to
influence the decisions that affect people in society.

The problems arise when we consider how the principles can be put into
practice, because we need a mechanism for deciding how to address
conflicting views. Because it offers a simple mechanism, democracy tends
to be "rule of the majority"; but rule of the majority can mean that some
people's interests are never represented. A more genuine way of
representing everyone's interests is to use decision-making by consensus,
where the aim is to find common points of interest.

What is democracy?
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Today there are as many different forms of democracy as there are
democratic nations in the world. No two systems are exactly the same
and no one system can be taken as a "model". There are presidential and
parliamentary democracies, democracies that are federal or unitary,
democracies that use a proportional voting system, and ones that use a
majoritarian system, democracies which are also monarchies, and so on.

One thing that unites modern systems of democracy, and which also
distinguishes them from the ancient model, is the use of representatives
of the people. Instead of taking part directly in law making, modern
democracies use elections to select representatives who are sent by the
people to govern on their behalf. Such a system is known as
representative democracy. It can lay some claim to being "democratic"
because it is, at least to some degree, based on the two principles above:
equality of all (one person – one vote), and the right of every individual to
some degree of personal autonomy.

People often talk about countries "becoming" democracies, once they
start to have relatively free and open elections. But democracy includes
far more than just elections, and it really makes more sense to think about
the will of the people idea, rather than about institutional or voting
structures, when we are trying to assess how democratic a country is.
Democracy is better understood as something that we can always have
more – or less – of, rather than something that either is, or is not.

2. Democracy

Democracy in a modern world

1
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2. Democracy

Democracy and participation

1

The most obvious ways to participate in government are to vote, or to
stand for office and become a representative of the people. Democracy,
however, is about far more than just voting, and there are numerous other
ways of engaging with politics and government. The effective functioning
of democracy, in fact, depends on ordinary people using these other
means as much as possible. If people only vote once every 4 or 5 years –
or do not vote at all – and if they do nothing else in the interim, then
government really cannot be said to be "by the people". It is hard to say
that such a system is a democracy.

Democratic values - Equality, tolerance, peace, responsibility, solidarity
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Training Topics

3What is the European Union?
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The values   it stands for:

Freedom of movement gives citizens the right to move and
reside freely within the Union. Individual freedoms such as
respect for private life, freedom of thought, religion,
assembly, expression and information are protected by the
EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.

The functioning of the EU is founded on representative
democracy. Being a European citizen also means enjoying
political rights. Every adult EU citizen has the right to stand
as a candidate and to vote in elections to the European
Parliament. EU citizens have the right to stand as candidates
and to vote in their country of residence, or in their country
of origin.

Freedom

Democracy

3. What is the European Union?

Human dignity is inviolable. It must be respected, protected
and constitutes the real basis of fundamental rights.Human dignity



3. What is the European Union?
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Equality is about equal rights for all citizens before the law.
The principle of equality between women and men
underpins all European policies and is the basis for European
integration. It applies in all areas. The principle of equal pay
for equal work became part of the Treaty of Rome in 1957.

Human rights are protected by the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights. These cover the right to be free from
discrimination on the basis of sex, racial or ethnic origin,
religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation, the
right to the protection of your personal data, and or the right
to get access to justice.

The EU is based on the rule of law. Everything the EU does
is founded on treaties, voluntarily and democratically agreed
by its EU countries. Law and justice are upheld by an
independent judiciary. The EU countries gave final
jurisdiction to the European Court of Justice - its judgments
have to be respected by all.

Equality

Human rights

Rule of law

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM%3Axy0023


1

During the enlargement process, the Commission helps countries wishing
to join the EU to meet the necessary criteria for membership, and
supports them in implementing the related economic and democratic
reforms. 
Results of reforms must be solid, sustainable and irreversible

Any European country can apply for membership if it respects the EU's
democratic values and is committed to promoting them. A country can
only join if it meets all the membership criteria:

stable institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human
rights and respect for and protection of minorities;
a functioning market economy and the capacity to cope with
competition and market forces in the EU;
the ability to take on and implement effectively the obligations of
membership, including adherence to the aims of political, economic
and monetary union.

The EU also needs to be able to integrate new members. 

European Parliament, which represents the EU citizens and is directly
elected by them,
Council, which represents the the governments of the EU Member
States,
European Commission, which represents the interests of the EU as a
whole. 

EU structure - European Parliament, European Commission, European
Council and how the decision-making processes work within these
institutions.
Several institutions are involved in making decisions at EU level, in
particular:

Enlargement process 

3. What is the European Union?
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The European Parliament 

1

The European Parliament is elected by EU citizens in direct elections held
every 5 years. Each Member State elects a number of Members (MEPs);
seats are allocated on the basis of the population of each Member State.
The Parliament meets in both Brussels and Strasbourg. MEPs organise
themselves into political groups, and also into committees that examine
proposals for new legislation in different policy areas. 

In terms of decision-making, the Parliament is responsible for the
following:

• Approving, amending or rejecting EU laws, together with the Council of
the European Union, based on European Commission proposals. The
Parliament also shares with the Council equal responsibility for adopting
the EU budget (proposed by the European Commission).
• Deciding on international agreements.
• Deciding on enlargements of the EU.
• Electing the President of the Commission, based on a proposal from the
Member States, and then approving the full Commission.
• Reviewing the Commission’s work programme and requesting that it
propose
legislation.

The number of MEPs after Brexit are reduced to 705.

Based on the results of the European elections, one of the lead candidates
will be elected President of the Commission by the European Parliament,
after being formally proposed by heads of state or government, who will
take account of the outcome of the European elections
(Spitzenkandidat process).

3. What is the European Union?
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The European Commission 

The council & The European Commission 

1

Together with the European Parliament, the Council is the main decision-
making body of the EU. In the Council, government ministers from each
Member State meet to discuss, amend and adopt laws and to coordinate
policies. The ministers have the authority to commit their
governments to the actions agreed on in the meetings. 

The presidency of the Council rotates among the EU Member States
every 6 months, and is responsible for chairing all Council meetings and
setting the agendas. The ministers who attend are those that deal with
the policy being discussed. For example, environment ministers meet in
the Environment Council. The ministers meet several times a year to make
decisions relating to the EU, though government officials have meetings
all year round to discuss the policy details.

The European Commission is the main institution that runs the day-to-day
business of the EU. It is the only EU institution that can propose
legislation (often after a request from the European Parliament or the
Council), though it is the Parliament and the Council that vote on it. The
Commission is composed of the College of 28 Commissioners, one from
each EU Member State, and including the President and Vice- Presidents.
The President is nominated by the European Council, on the basis of the
results of the European Parliament elections, and voted for by the
European Parliament.

3. What is the European Union?
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4. Disinformation and fake news

There are different types of fake news. We can 
distinguish at least 10 types:

21

Propaganda - used by governments, corporations and non-profit organizations to
influence attitudes, values   and knowledge it is aimed at emissions, it can be beneficial
as well as harmful

Satire - social commentary or humor; it varies in quality and it is not always clear what it
is the author wanted to say; it can shame people who believe that the content is true.

Clickbait - sensational headlines whose role is to attract attention, they are often
misleading and the content is not reflects the title; generates advertising revenue.

Mistakes - reputable media houses sometimes make mistakes; mistakes can damage a
brand's reputation, offend or lead to legal proceedings; reputable media houses publish
and apologies.

Sponsored content - advertisements disguised as news; leads to a potential conflict of
interest at reputable media organizations, it may happen that consumers do not
recognize the content as an advertisement if not clearly indicated.
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Favoritism - ideological interpretation of some facts which presents itself as an unbiased
opinion; gives preference to corroborating facts that interpretation, while ignoring the others;
uses emotionally charged and passionate language.

Conspiracy theories - try to simplistically present complex reality as a response to fear and
insecurity; they are hard to disprove, and the evidence against a conspiracy are often used
precisely as proof that there is a conspiracy; they reject expert opinions.

Pseudoscience - supports various "green" products, miraculous medicines, opposes
vaccination and denies climate changes; they try to present in a simplified way complex
reality as a response to fear and insecurity; distorts scientific studies by using exaggerations
or false claims; often contradict the experts.

Wrong information - a mixture of fact, false and partial false content; their intention may be
to inform, and yes the author himself is not aware that the content is incorrect; include
misattribution, fake and misleading content.

Fake news - completely fictional content created with aiming to misinform; are used in
covert marketing campaigns, comments, during counterfeiting reputable brands, and are also
used by bots; are motivated by advertising revenue, political influence or both.

When we know this difference and the characteristics of fake news, it is easier to recognize 
them and react to them in real time.

4. Disinformation and fake news

It is very important to learn how to recognise fake news, how to fact-check information and
how to pass this to your peers!

Here are some useful tools for fact-checking:

https://www.getbadnews.com
http://www.fakeittomakeitgame.co https://www.factcheck.org/2016/11/how-to-spot-
fakenews 
https://www.snopes.com
https://www.politifact.com 
https://glean.info/fake-newsmedia-monitoring-service

http://www.fakeittomakeitgame.co/
https://www.factcheck.org/2016/11/how-to-spot-fakenews
https://www.snopes.com/
https://www.politifact.com/
https://glean.info/fake-newsmedia-monitoring-service
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5. Methods of education

Non-formal education

Facilitation core 
practices

Non-formal education refers to planned, structured programmes and
processes of personal and social education for young people designed to
improve a range of skills and competences. Non-formal education is what
happens in places such as youth organisations, sports clubs and
community groups where young people meet, for example, to undertake
projects together, play games, discuss, go camping, or make music and
drama. drama.

A training is an organised process with educational objectives, where
facilitators and
multipliers create a program to learn more, together with the participants,
about the European Union, its values, the way European Elections work,
and how to create and implement local actions. 

Stay neutral on content
Listen actively
Ask questions
Summarise ideas
Give and receive feedback
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5. Methods of education

Tips & Tricks 

The group is the reflection of the trainer.
“There is no right or wrong” - This sentences can help create safe space

Managing the group - Observe the participants and understand if they
know each other and if they feel comfortable. Changing the activities, the
methods and agenda might also help.
Walking around is a good method for taking advantage of space and
keeping up the attention.
Eye contact is also very important.  

Speaking - The tone of voice is very important to grab the attention of
the participants and engage them. 
Start with a question, so the people will gain attention immediately,
feeling like an active part of the session. 

Giving information - Prepare material. Try to be confident with the
content and organize it beforehand. If questions come up we don’t know
the answer, it’s better to say “i will research” or “i will come back to you”,
and avoid starting discussions or giving wrong information.

Presenting - When doing a presentation or explaining something, it’s very
important to have some kind of visual support (PPT, flipchart, posters,
ets.).
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About #EUInfluencers project
This project gives an active role to young people from Sweden,
Croatia, Serbia, Italy and Portugal in being the influencers of
the European project towards their peers, by increasing their
understanding of the EU, development of critical thinking and
combating fake news. We believe that young people are the
key in reaching their peers, through peer-to-peer
communication and non-formal education.

This project is implemented during 2022-2024 by DYPALL Network
in cooperation with Elios (Italy), Centare 8 (Serbia), LAG Zagorje-Sutla
(Croatia) and African Empowerment Center (Sweden)  co-funded by
the European Youth Together programme of the European Union.

Objectives of #EUInfluencers project

The publication “The Future of Europe” (2017) points out how
young people feel disconnected from a political system that
does not represent them. On the other hand, they seem more
and more politically engaged in a broader sense (petitions,
protests, informal groups, volunteering). The “distance” between
the EU institutions and citizens is even higher in remote
communities, where young people do not see the influence of
the EU and therefore do not feel part of a it.
We want to tackle this issue, working at the local level with
young people to create information resources for and by their
peers. The project aims to create an international network of
young influencers who are well informed and critical about the
European Union, can re-think, re-shape it, and have the capacity
to pass this ability to encourage their peers by, giving them a
platform where they can feel empowered to create change.

Developing young people’s understanding of decision-making
processes in the EU and their effect on the local level, including
the countries in pre-accession stage

Developing young people’s sense of critical thinking and creating
space for them to have a critical look at the EU

Expanding young people’s capacity for critical analysis of
information in the media; combating fake-news and creating
resilience
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line Timeline Timeline Time

October - November

December
Local trainings for EU
Influencers in Serbia, Italy,
Croatia, Portugal and Sweden

Publishing online tools:
Toolkit for influencers
Youth Democracy Academy online course

International Training for EU
Influencers in Belgrade, Serbia

Selection of influencers

Online event - “The first step to
becoming EU Influencer”

2022
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line Timeline Timeline Time

2023

January - July
Online campaign - EU Influencers on 
social media

June

November

Youth exchange for EU
Influencers in Portugal 

Large - scale online youth
event

January - November
Local actions “Think European, act
locally” in Serbia, Italy, Croatia,
Portugal and Sweden
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#EUInfluencers
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